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FONCAST
WI-FI WIRELESS AUDIO RECEIVER

DESCRIPTION

Wi-Fi wireless audio receiver

Upgrade your amplifier with the latest online music streaming services.

Play music from your smartphone, tablet, Windows or Mac via Wi-Fi (2.4 GHz) or RJ-45 network cable.

It has an App for control from smartphones and tablets (iOS and Android), which allows connection with online

music services and internet radio, to send the same musical programme to several FONCASTs at the same time

(multiroom) or play different musical programmes in each of them. Allows to control the volume of each

FONCAST and to customise its name, among other options.

It also incorporates an auxiliary input to connect other audio sources and auxiliary and optical toslink outputs for

amplification.

It provides great reliability and sound quality.

It is ideal for domestic and professional audio installations (music bars, waiting rooms, clinics, etc.).
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DATA SHEET

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Wi-Fi receiver.

App to control from smartphones and tablets. (WiiM and GGMM-E series

recommended).

Playlist streaming, online music services and internet radio playback via Wi-Fi.

MicroSD/MP3 and aux input player.

Aux input

Aux and optical output.

Remote control.

FEATURES

1 aux, 3.5 mm stereo jack

1 ethernet, RJ-45INPUTS

1 digital audio, toslink

1 aux, 3.5mm stereo jackOUTPUTS

20-20,000 Hz
RESPONSE

5 V DC, 1 A with adaptor included
POWER SUPPLY

Black
COLOUR

76 x 19 x 76 mm depth
DIMENSIONS

0.1 kg
WEIGHT

MicroUSB charging cable

3.5 mm stereo jack to 3.5 mm audio jack cable

3.5 mm stereo audio jack cable to 2xRCA

ACCESSORIES
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